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ABSTRACT: HIV-1 replication requires binding to occur between Trans-
activation Response Element (TAR) RNA and the TAT protein. This TAR-
TAT binding depends on the conformation of TAR, and therapeutic
development has attempted to exploit this dynamic behavior. Here we simulate
TAR dynamics in the context of mutations inhibiting TAR binding. We find that
two tertiary elements, the apical loop and the bulge, can interact directly, and
this interaction may be linked to the affinity of TAR for TAT.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Trans-activation Response RNA (TAR) is a viral transcript
of HIV-1. It is essential for the virus to duplicate itself.1,2 TAR
mediates the transactivation of the viral promoter by binding to
the virus-transcribed TAT protein and human cyclin T1.
Disrupting the binding between TAR and TAT − thus
reducing the ability of the virus to replicate − is a viable anti-
HIV therapeutic strategy.3−5

Development of successful drugs against TAR requires a
structural understanding of the conformational variability of
TAR and the binding between the TAR and TAT
molecules2,6−8 (see Figure 1 for a structural description of
the TAR molecule). Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have demonstrated that
TAR in its unbound form adopts many conformational states
beyond those observed when TAR is bound to ligands.9−12

Furthermore, NMR studies have shown that transient structural
states of the TAR molecule exist, some of which are not
favorable for TAT binding13,14 while others are.15 Recently
microsecond-long MD simulations of TAR RNA in its bound
and unbound forms have shed light on some functionally
relevant conformational changes of the molecule.16

Conformational variability of TAR can be described by
motions of its tertiary elements with respect to one another
which might allow the molecule to efficiently probe various
possible bound states.9,13,16 The loop and the bulge (Figure 1)
tertiary elements are particularly important as many peptides
and small molecules bind in the groove between them,17 and
both loop and bulge interact with TAT and cyclin.18,19 Thus,
elucidating possible loop-bulge interactions not only builds our
fundamental understanding of TAR function but also could be
important in TAR-targeted drug design.

Previously, direct interactions between the bulge and nearby
basepairs were proposed.20 However, NMR21 and MD9,11

studies suggest that any motional correlation between the loop
and the bulge are long-range rather than direct. The nature of
such long-range interaction between these elements remains
unclear. In several of the NMR models of the unbound form of
TAR, the loop and the bulge are within hydrogen bonding
distance (see Supporting Figure S1). Hydrogen bonding
between the loop and bulge were also transiently present in
the most recent and longest MD simulation of TAR RNA16

(Supporting Figure S2). In this manuscript we investigate the
structural nature of this interaction and show that it can be
linked to TAR-TAT binding propensity.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Quantifying the Tertiary Element Interactions via

MOSAICS Simulations. We investigated the possibility of
direct loop-bulge interactions using Hierarchical Natural Move
Monte Carlo (HNMMC)22 as implemented in MOSAICS.23

We define the loop and the bulge to be interacting if hydrogen
bond donor and acceptor atoms from loop and bulge are
separated by less than 3.2 Å. The HNMMC method has been
demonstrated to be able to efficiently sample the structural
states of nucleic acids.22 Rather than using Cartesian degrees of
freedom, as is often the case in MD, we employed natural
moves of nucleic acid residues with internal torsional degrees of
freedom.24 Furthermore, we introduce hierarchical natural
moves,22 where residues may be grouped (e.g., based on their
natural organization into helices) and assigned collective
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motions (degrees of freedom) on top of individual motions.
This technique allows more efficient exploration of RNA
tertiary structure where experimental data supporting such
partitioning is available (see Materials and Methods).

Here we divide the molecule into four natural move regions:
two helical stems, the loop, and the bulge (Figure 1). This
choice was inferred from the latest MD results and from a large-
scale investigation of the dynamics of A-stem-loops.16,25

Figure 1. Topology of the TAR molecule. A. TAR from NMR structure (PDB code 1ANR). B. Diagram showing the secondary structure of TAR. C.
The four different colors denote the Quasi-rigid Domains proposed by Musiani et al.16 These domains define our partitioning into regions of
collective motion for Hierarchical Natural Moves.22

Figure 2. Loop-bulge distance distributions based on finite temperature (300 K) conformational trajectories started from the 20 1ANR NMR
models. The blue line indicates the cutoff for a moderately strong hydrogen bond (3.2 Å) that we use as an indicator of loop-bulge interaction. The
red line denotes the initial loop-bulge separation. We observe a loop-bulge interaction (<3.2 Å) in seven out of the 20 models. In three (1ANR
model numbers 1, 6, 11) out of those seven models, the initial loop-bulge separation was greater than 5 Å, and we observe the formation of
nontransient loop-bulge interactions (for more than 20% of the trajectory, the loop and the bulge are less than 3.2 Å apart).
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Following the study of Musiani et al.,16 we used the Amber
parmbsc0 potential as it has been shown to be suited to
simulating nucleic acids. Further details of the simulation
protocols can be found in the Materials and Methods.
Simulations were performed at 300 K. We performed 10
independent HNMMC simulations for each of the 20 models
of the unbound TAR NMR structure (Protein Data Bank
identifier 1ANR).
Of the 20 sets of 10 simulations each starting from an NMR

model of 1ANR, we observed direct loop-bulge interaction in
seven cases (see Figure 2 and Supporting Table S1). In models
7 and 8 the interaction is only transient (∼1% of the
trajectory), and in models 2, 3, and 7 the loop and the bulge
are within weak hydrogen bond distance to begin with. In three
out of those seven cases, the initial separation of loop and the
bulge was greater than 5 Å (models 1, 6, and 11), and a loop-
bulge interaction occurs for more than 20% of the trajectories.
2.2. Validation of the Simulation Results. In order to

validate our MOSAICS setup using our initial trajectories of the
20 1ANR models, we followed the protocol of Musiani et al.,16

comparing our conformations with available Residual Dipolar
Coupling (RDC) data26 using PALES.27 Our trajectories
showed good correlation with the experimental data (Figure
3), supporting the accuracy of our simulations. We have further
checked the stability of the loop-bulge interaction by running
MD simulations following the protocol of Musiani et al.16 from
a randomly chosen set of frames from our simulations where
loop and the bulge are less than 3.2 Å apart. These controls
indicated that the loop-bulge interaction is transient in nature,
but the states we found are not inherently unstable, supporting
the existence of a loop-bulge interaction (data not shown).

2.3. Tertiary Element Interaction in the Context of
TAR Mutations Indicates Correlation to TAT Binding. In
order to gain further insight into the mechanics of the loop-
bulge interaction in TAR, we studied it in the context of
mutations. We used the seven basepair mutations reported by
Churcher et al. in 1993. These show a broad range of effects on
TAR-TAT binding,28 ranging in reducing affinity between 8-
and 19-fold under the same experimental conditions (Figure
4A). The mutations were introduced to models 1, 6, and 11 as

Figure 3. Residual Dipolar Coupling correlations for the 20 1ANR models. The trajectories of each independent repeat for each model were pooled
together (concatenated trajectories). RDC analysis was performed following previous studies into the dynamics of TAR.16 The 1ANR model number
is given in the blue circle. The correlation coefficient is given as “cc” above the each graph.
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these had initial loop-bulge separation greater than 5 Å and the
identified loop-bulge interaction in the wildtype simulations is
not transient here. We performed MOSAICS simulations on
the 21 configurations (7 mutations, 3 starting models). We still
observed direct loop-bulge interactions in the mutants,
following the same character as their parent wildtype models
(Supporting Figure S3). Nevertheless the proportion of such
interactions is smaller than in their wildtype equivalents. For
each of the seven mutations, we calculated the average
percentage of a trajectory where we observe a direct loop-
bulge interaction. These percentages show moderate positive
correlation (correlation coefficient of 0.71) with the affinity of
TAR toward TAT28 (see Figure 4B).
To account for the paucity of experimental mutational points

we investigated whether the above relation between the
frequency of loop bulge interaction and the affinity of TAT
toward TAR can be predicted solely from the mutant group.
Although we found that the resulting correlation is weak (0.23),
further investigation on how this correlation changes by
removal of individual mutation points revealed convincing
evidence on the presence of a correlation between the
propensity of loop-bulge interaction and the affinity of TAT
toward TAR. We used jack-knife resampling to investigate the
contribution of individual mutations (since we have a small
number of mutations to source from, some correlations might
arise at random). We have calculated the correlation of TAT-
affinity against loop-bulge interaction after systematically
removing one of the seven mutations from our data set. This
procedure revealed that there exists one strong correlation
(0.92), which is unlikely to have arisen by chance (Supporting
Table S2). This correlation arises when we remove mutation

U38:A27:AU, which is an outlier with respect to the other
mutants and thus is affecting the correlation when it is present
(mutation in the dashed circle, Figure 4B, Supporting Table
S2). Removing this outlier from Figure 4B leads to a correlation
coefficient (among the wildtype and six remaining mutant
points) of 0.98 (p-value <0.01). We then further investigated
whether the underlying mutation (U38:A27:AU) causes any
unique characteristic change (in structural or chemicophysical
properties) not present in the cases of other mutations. Residue
A27 is known to be involved in TAT binding by forming a
triple that interacts with the protein.29−31 Changing the
character of A27 (purine to pyrimidine) would lead to three
pyrimidines and prevent the formation of any canonical32 base
triple (even the formation of any novel base triples33 would
require at least one purine among the three bases). Thus, the
mutation of A27 to U would prevent the TAT binding-induced
base triple formation, thereby altering the TAT-TAR binding
mode. As a consequence, the dependence of TAT binding on
loop-bulge interaction is no longer valid for this particular
mutation. In contrast, the other mutation to A27 that we used
(U38:A27:CG) is not an outlier with respect to the loop-bulge
TAT-affinity correlation. Here, the pyrimidine/purine character
of the original residues is not changed, and likely the base triple
that interacts with TAR can still be formed; i.e. TAT binds to
this mutated TAR in a similar way to the wildtype TAR. These
results suggest that the loop-bulge interaction could be gating
the formation of the triple that interacts directly with TAT and
should be investigated further in the future.

2.4. Possible Relationships between the Loop-Bulge
Interaction and Intraloop Basepair Formation. We have

Figure 4. A: For our mutations study, we have picked 7 basepair mutations with a broad range of TAR-TAT affinities under the same experimental
conditions.28 The authors28 studied UUU bulge variant rather than UCU which is the variant in 1ANR. However, this mutation does not have a
drastic effect on TAR-TAT affinity.28 B: Plot of proportion of trajectory where loop-bulge interaction is observed against TAR-TAT affinity for a
given mutant (log-scaled) (correlation 0.71). The strongest mutant outlier (U38:A27:AU) is highlighted with the dotted ellipse. This outlier might
not allow A27 to engage in triple formation which interacts with the TAT protein;29−31 U38:A27:AU may therefore be interacting with TAT via a
different mechanism that is independent of loop-bulge interaction.
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investigated the possible effects of loop-bulge interaction on the
structure of TAR by looking at existing structural features.
Two of the most commonly observed loop-bulge interactions

in models 1, 6, and 11 are U25:C30 and U25:G34. There is a
transient intraloop Watson−Crick basepair formed between
C30 and G34 which is important for TAR-TAT recognition15

(Figure 5). We find that the distance of bulge U25 to either of
the basepair residues appears to be correlated with the basepair
distance (Figure 5). In addition, U25:G34 and U25:C30
distances are moderately negatively correlated (cc = −0.68).

Also, when the U25-basepair distance distribution is different
between wildtype and mutants, so is the basepair distance
(Supporting Figure S4). Thus, the ability to maintain a correct
loop-bulge distance appears to impact the formation of the
C30:G34 basepair or vice versa.
Furthermore, the differences between wildtype and mutants

might be the result of weaker correlated motions in mutants.
We contrasted the overall correlated motions between wildtype
and mutants. We note that on average, wildtype trajectories had
a higher proportion of stronger correlated motions as compared

Figure 5. C30:G34 apical loop basepair separation plotted as a function of the distance from residue U25 of bulge (wildtype). The C30:G34 distance
is taken as the closest nucleobase atom between the two nucleotides. The distance from U25 to either G34 or C30 is taken as the closest distance
between hydrogen bond donor and acceptor. The apical basepair is colored in magenta and U25 in green. It appears that there is a loop-U25 distance
that achieves a minimum basepair separation, with closer or farther separation, pulling the loop basepair (C30:G34) apart. At the same time,
U25:G34 and U25:C30 distances are moderately negatively correlated (−0.68).

Figure 6. Differential correlated motions for mutation U40:A22: = GU. The blue patches correspond to positions where the sign of correlated
motions (negative or positive) remained the same and the correlation is stronger in the wildtype. Brown patches indicate positions where the sign of
correlated motions remained the same, but the correlation is stronger in the mutant. The white patches indicate positions where the sign of the
correlated motions changed. The color codes next to residue numbers are the same as secondary structure annotation in Figure 1.
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to mutants (using the ptraj command in AmberTools14;34 see
Figures 6 and 7). This difference is particularly pronounced in
the loop and bulge regions (Figure 7). From Figure 7 one may
also infer that the mutations could affect collective motions
involving distant residues

3. DISCUSSION
RNAs are highly malleable molecules whose dynamic states
might be viable drug targets.12,35−39 Studying such conforma-
tional ensembles has been previously demonstrated to provide
docking targets for small molecules.8,17 Nevertheless, charting
the conformational space covered by these molecules is
expensive experimentally and computationally.12 Being able to
design better drugs against RNA-targets relies in part on our
ability to efficiently explore the structural space of the target to
identify transient binding-pockets and interactions.40 Among
RNA targets, TAR is especially important, as development of
ligands that disrupt its functions can pave a way for a viable
anti-HIV therapy. Furthermore, different dynamic conforma-
tional states adopted by TAR subsequently expose a multitude
of contact sites on this molecule (see Supporting Figure S5):
these dynamic states open diverse pockets that may be
druggable. Distinguishing between these conformational states
and their druggability is an important problem that needs to be
addressed.
Here, building on prior experimental knowledge, we were

able to perform simulations on a wide range of mutational TAR
variants. Our simulations indicate that the direct loop-bulge
interaction has a significant probability of occurrence. We
further indicate that this phenomenon might be linked to the
propensity of TAR against TAT via correlated motions and/or
the simultaneous formation of apical intraloop basepair and
loop-bulge basepairs. The apical basepair has been demon-
strated previously to be important for TAR function,15 and the
existence of distant loop-bulge interaction has been previously
proposed.9

Our large-scale simulations suggest that loop-bulge inter-
action as well as the apical loop Watson−Crick basepair could
be intertwined, and therefore inhibiting the loop-bulge

interaction could be a potential therapeutic strategy. Some
ligands and TAT-mimetic peptides bind in the pocket between
the loop and the bulge. Therefore, it would be beneficial to
identify novel ligands capable of binding in the pocket between
the apical loop and the bulge, thus preventing the interaction
between the two. Alternatively, ligands might be designed to
disrupt one of the three most common interactions that we
observe: U25:G34, U25:C30, or U25:G32. The residue U25,
which is central to these interactions, is very flexible and is
usually solvent exposed.8 Because U25 can be mutated or even
deleted, without affecting the function of TAR,28 U25 was
previously regarded as uninteresting for further investigation.
In light of our results, we propose that the role of U25,

specifically in the context of loop-bulge interactions, be
investigated further. Other possible effects such as the role of
solvent accessibility of A27 or the formation of base triple call
for a thorough computational exploration of the conformational
space of TAR. On the other hand, prior experimental basis
exists for studying correlated motions10 as well as the role of
the apical loop basepair15 on TAT binding which might readily
shed light on the existence and role of the loop-bulge
exploration as highlighted in this manuscript.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1. Utilized Data. We used the 1ANR41 NMR structure of

TAR as the starting point of our MOSAICS simulations,
motivated by the previous study into TAR dynamics.16 There
are 20 NMR models in the 1ANR structure, and we have used
each of these as a starting point for our simulations. Three of
the 20 models (1, 6, and 11) have been modified to study the
structural effects of mutations on the structure of TAR RNA.
Mutations of these models given in Figure 4A were created
using the mutate_bases utility in the X3DNA suite.42

In order to prepare the structure for MOSAICS, missing
atoms were modeled using Swiss PDB Viewer.43 Missing
hydrogen atoms were added using the h_add command in
Pymol.44 The added hydrogen atom names were converted to
follow IUPAC standards using scripts available from the
MOSAICS Web site.23 All the initial models used in our

Figure 7. Correlated motions for wildtype and mutant TAR molecules were calculated using Ambertools (Amber14). LEFT: Histogram of the
correlated motions for each nucleotide pair in the entire molecule for mutants and wildtype. The distributions are not statistically dissimilar
according to a Kolmogorov−Smirnov procedure (p-value 0.09). RIGHT: Histogram of the correlated motions for pairs of nucleotides from the
bulge and loop only. The distributions are dissimilar according to the Kolmogorov−Smirnov procedure (p-value <0.01), and mutants have lower
proportion of negatively correlated pairs (around −0.5) and higher proportion of weakly or not correlated pairs (around 0).
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simulations are available from the MOSAICS Web site,23

following <Examples of Application> and then <Tertiary
element interaction in HIV-1 TAR>.
4.2. MOSAICS Framework. Conventional molecular

simulation methodologies such as MD face the computational
challenge of multiple degrees of freedom and the complexity of
the energy function. MOSAICS is a molecular simulation
package which addresses this problem by using reduced degrees
of freedom and employing prior structural information to make
sampling more efficient.
MOSAICS encompasses a range of structural molecular

simulations methodologies, most notably Hierarchical Natural
Move Monte Carlo (see section 4.3) or HNMMC. The use of
HNMMC has expanded the boundaries of computational
structural biology with key applications such as aiding the
design of RNA nanotechnology,22 increasing the resolution of
macromolecular cryoelectron microscopy,45 atomistic predic-
tion of primary chromatin structure and the epigenetic effects,46

modeling diabodies that tune extracellular receptor signaling to
counteract intracellular oncogenic mutations,47 and exploring
essential molecular processes that are part of the adaptive
immune response.48

MOSAICS allows for simulations of nucleic acids22 as well as
proteins.48 Users can perform all-atom or coarse-grained
simulations choosing from a variety of popular sampling
methods such as Parallel Tempering, Normal Modes, and
others. The software can use any of the well-established energy
functions such as CHARMM49 or Amber parmbsc0.50 Users
can also specify different degrees of freedom. For instance using
torsional rather than Cartesian degrees of freedom reduces the
computational search space for sampling. If prior information
on the collective dynamics of a molecule is available, it is
possible to further improve sampling efficiency by using
computationally or experimentally inferred collective degrees
of freedom used by methods such as HNMMC.
4.3. Hierarchical Natural Move Monte Carlo. In this

study we employ the HNMMC22 methodology as implemented
in MOSAICS.23 This technique aims to increase the efficiency
of sampling by grouping the atoms into regions of collective
motion, also called “natural move regions”. Such natural move
regions can correspond to rigid or semirigid elements such as
alpha helices, basepaired DNA strands, or entire protein
domains (Figure 8). Atoms grouped into such natural move
regions are moved together, but they can also retain a degree of
movement of their own. Such large movements can break the
bonds holding the chain together, which is amended by a loop
closure algorithm implemented in MOSAICS.24 This approach
increases the efficiency of sampling since it allows for big
collective moves, which would otherwise be very unlikely using
any of the conventional simulation techniques. Nevertheless,
elements can be grouped into natural move regions only if
suitable data supporting such partitioning is available, otherwise
artificial moves may be observed.
4.4. Defining Natural Moves for TAR RNA. Since there

exists a great deal of data on the dynamic nature of the TAR
RNA, we have employed it to define the natural move regions
for our simulations. Our partitioning into natural move regions
was motivated by the study of Musiani et al.16 The authors
performed long (one microsecond) MD study simulations of
TAR, which revealed the Quasi-rigid Domains of the molecule.
We have defined two basepaired regions (lower and upper
stem) and two nonbasepaired regions (loop and the bulge),
which are given in Figure 1. The relevant region file used in the

MOSAICS simulations is available from the MOSAICS Web
site23 following <Examples of Application> and then <Tertiary
element interaction in HIV-1 TAR>.

4.5. MOSAICS Setup. MOSAICS version 3.9 was compiled
for the purposes of this study. Simulations were performed
using HNMMC sampling at a temperature of 300 K. Following
the protocol of Musiani et al. we have employed the Amber
parmbsc0 energy function for our simulations.50 We used
implicit counterions to neutralize the molecule and a distance-
dependent dielectric as implicit solvent, a protocol that has
been used in previous studies.46 Each run was set to 4 million
Monte Carlo steps after initial test runs indicated that loop-
bulge interaction can be observed after circa 1 million steps.
Each run was repeated 20 times with different random seeds.
The simulations were performed on the Supercomputing
Cluster available via the Hartree Centre of the Science and
Technology Facilities Council.
Instructions on how to reproduce the simulations in this

paper are available from the MOSAICS Web site23 following <
Examples of Application> and then <Tertiary element
interaction in HIV-1 TAR>. An example is provided which
should act as a suitable starting point to perform an arbitrary
run by changing the PDB file used as the initial conformation of
the simulation (e.g., one of the 1ANR models).
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